\[ \text{Hall protest} \]

\[ \text{Hall bail fund might fall short} \]

\[ \text{Congress to attack strip mining} \]
**High living**

These claims are bigger than life on their tiny high-slung steps as they perform in a new family entertainment center in Jackson, New Jersey.

**Action Studies: class for those interested in a ‘free university’**

By STEPHEN MORRIS

"I’m a student at this free university and I am sharing my experiences in the class. The class is a unique and transformative experience for those who are interested in the concept of a ‘free university.’ The class is open to anyone who wishes to learn more about the philosophy and practices of a free university.

- **Office Hours:**
  - Monday: 10 AM - 12 PM
  - Wednesday: 2 PM - 4 PM
- **Required Reading:**
  - "The Measure of a Man," by John payout
  - "The Free University," by Robert Bellah

**Police beat**

BY TOM O'BRIEN

**Night Manager**

John Andrew Hildbrand, 21, Rural Route 1, Sabula, was charged Saturday at a quarry for four miles south of Iowa, according to the Adair County Sheriff's Deptartment. The charges were subsequently withdrawn.

The man, James Rigler, 31, of Abh. 1, Rock Island, was arrested Wednesday at a Cape Girardeau building. He had been charged with second-degree assault.

The incident occurred at a quarry five miles north of Iowa, according to the Johnson County Sheriff's office.

**House committee expected to release more evidence**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The House Judiciary Committee is expected to release more investigative evidence by mid-week, according to the committee.

The House panel is scheduled to vote on the release of investigative evidence by mid-week, according to the committee.

The Office of the Independent Counsel has not made a determination on the release of investigative evidence.

The evidence includes documents and transcripts from various committees.

**Every hi-fi store in town has a pair on the shelf.**

**Only The Stereo Shop will sell them to you.**

Advent Loudspeakers
Police stress description, quick reports of incident

"Exhibitionism is a year-round activity"
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"The individual usually, unless he gets down and closure his attention, is an active participant of the acquaintance."

Eileen L. Munn, Chief of University Police, was making plans to be on the radio Thursday at 5 a.m.

"From the evidence which we have, we have not been able to identify the individual."

Eileen L. Munn, Chief of University Police, was making plans to be on the radio Thursday at 5 a.m.

"The individual usually, unless he gets down and closure his attention, is an active participant of the acquaintance."

Eileen L. Munn, Chief of University Police, was making plans to be on the radio Thursday at 5 a.m.
Sick, but not tired

On Thursday, US Regional Judge Demott and Administrative Director Robert Leavy were removed from their positions, and on Friday over 450000 state employees in the two offices staged a sickout to protest.

The brake removal — clearly unanticipated by the workers and possibly even by two University administrators — would be sufficient topic to fill the campus with talk of the latest "Blue Angels" were deployed apparently as acoverside move, thus attracting more attention to explain itself, people naturally begin to worry.

Speculation over the shake-up will no doubt continue, will grow or diminish as subsequent events unfold. And, against the anticipated rumors, to be grounded in familiarity and fact, things seems premature.

But what is obvious from the outset to any observer of this incident, however, is the intense degree of loyalty the two staffs have manifested for their bosses.

The fact that more than two thirds of the combined staffs have gotten sick to protest is very compelling. It speaks highly for the workers themselves.

If anyone has acted responsible in this matter, it is that the administration, with no personal interest, for every financial chance, and with a clear view to their own stayed home on Friday.

The political machinations of bureaucraats, at any level in a hierarchy, are always eating away at human principles. It takes real strength to fight back.

And, amazingly enough, a lot of people have shown it.

— Jim Ferring

WHY, HELLO, MR. ST. CLAIR... WHERE'S RICHARD ON, WE OWE HIM DOWN TO THE BASEMENT TO DO SOME STOWINGAWAY OR SOMETHING!

Birth Control Research

and Other Barbaric Rites
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Sick, but not tired

What is in that box gone wrong with humanity, and what is to be done to put it back? The answer's obvious, but it's no easier to carry out in practice than it was in the days of Aesop.

What is in that box gone wrong with humanity, and what is to be done to put it back? The answer's obvious, but it's no easier to carry out in practice than it was in the days of Aesop.

What is in that box gone wrong with humanity, and what is to be done to put it back? The answer's obvious, but it's no easier to carry out in practice than it was in the days of Aesop.
Stockton wins Quad-Cities Open

By ROBERT FOLEY
Night Editor

RETTENDORF—Bruce Stockton fired a sizzling seven-under-par 65 and shot past the leaders in the final round of the Quad-Citi es Classic Open Friday to win the $10,000 first prize.

Stockton used a birdie on the 18th hole to overtake the 36-hole leader, Brownie Brinker, in his last major career victory.

Stockton started the day one stroke off the pace and ended it in a two-foot putt on the 18th hole to be a stroke under par. The put was cleaned the cup however, and Stockton walked off with the $10,000 first prize.

Third round leader Fred Shurtleff of the New York Open was second, with a score of 285. He was 18 holes behind the leader.

Crom and Mark Hayes couldn't keep pace with the scoring leader and finished tied for third place.

Fleisher, who started the round at 17-under par, stumbled and finished at 14-under par, tied for third with Hayes and Stockton.

Two other players, George Johnson of 羪ord Bird and Rick Dillard of the 1971 tour, tied for fifth place at 14-under par.

The victory pushed Stockton's career total to $20,000.

The win, plus a career-best score of 63 in the final round, earning him the top prize of $10,000 at the Monticello Country Club at 65-330-194 best on the PGA Tour. It was his third time in his career that he has passed the $10,000 mark.

Collegiates break by Musselwhite

By WILLIAM A. MUSSELWHITE

In one of the rugged challenges of the week, the Madison Bede, a 9-year-old who has been up and down the 54-hole course before, is expected to be the Indiana College men's golf team's key player.

The Bede is tough. He's been playing since he was four years old, and has been around the country playing in tournaments for the past four years.

Stockton said that he's the best player they've ever had on their team, and that he's expected to win the tournament.

"I have to be honest with you, I've had a lot of pressure put on me," Stockton said. "I've been on TV and people have been watching me.

"But I've got a lot of respect for the players, they're all great.

"I've never been in a situation where I've been the favorite to win.

"I'm just going to try to do what I can, and see how it goes."